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The aim of the project is to provide
a picture of history, culture and art
of a wide range of Islamic countries
through examples of historical and
contemporary paintings, artistic and
design objects, sculptures, architecture,
graphic, fashion, photography, films,
music, literature, and food art.
The vision is to create an interesting
and attractive annual artistic event
coloured like a palette of different
cultures, which will set ground for
informal gatherings, exchange of ideas,
and further cooperation among countries.
During the last year were also presented
different national cuisines and other
similar accompanying events. This event
initiated further development of art
exchange between the Czech Republic
and other countries.
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Pavel Šťastný focuses on establishing international and multicultural
relations with the use of his project Art of Cultural Diversities, which
was created in cooperation with embassies of the countries of the
OIC Prague Group. He created exposition ArtOman in Prague, which
consisted of his own and his colleagues’ photos, who have visited
Oman. He also creates the design for the Royal Oman Symphony
Orchestra and he is the author of the JCI Medical Solutions logo.
With the companies Linet and G5+ he designs children’s hospital beds
for the area of the Middle East. His love for good food has led him to
co-found the Farmers’ Markets on Kulaťák, the biggest market
in Prague. It was here where the project The Festival of Embassies
– Food and Culture, in which 33 embassies from all over the world
took part in, was created.
He worked as a designer and a curator on the exhibitions
for the National Gallery, the National Museum and the Belveder
at the Prague Castle. He cooperated with the National Museum
on the Europe-wide project of the digitalization of natural history
books from dozens of European museums.
MgA. Pavel Šťastný
President and Head Curator
of Art of Cultural Diversities

He is the author of the logo of Civic Forum - a nationwide political
movement, which has formed the new Czech Republic. His exposition
Story of the logo of Civic Forum, which was a tribute to the late former
president of the Czech Republic, Václav Havel, is situated
in Museum Kampa.
As a designer he specialises in logo design and corporate design.
Ha has created logos such as Seznam.cz, Datart, Engine Automobile
Culture, Czech-Saudi Chamber of Commerce, ArtGen Office Gallery,
and many more. He also worked on the visual aspect of the TV show
Banánové rybičky (Banana Fish) and on the cover of a record by
a band MIG 21.
He and his studio, Plechárna Design Factory, also organise exhibitions
and events and works in the field of interior design. He has worked
with clients such as PPF Real Estate, Raiffeisen Leasing, IKEA,
Olympus, Audi, Volvo, Porsche and Scott USA.
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PRAGUE

Czech Delegation to the Sultanate of Oman 2017

IQ Structures and Pavel Šťastný Design are honoured to introduce
Composed diffractive white-like colour with
micro-pixel dithering-based shading effect
on the Royal Opera House Muscat
The image of Royal Opera House Muscat is
designed in a specially computed composed diffractive
white-like colour, ensuring the visibility of this motive
from every angle. We have also applied a fine-tuned
amount of dithering on a micron level, not only
creating the eye-catching shaded visual appearance,
but ensuring a distinctive plasticity of this building.

our holographic device specifically created for the Czech Delegation

Diffractive contours of the Royal Opera House Muscat
To improve the building plasticity and create
a positive colour contrast, the image of Royal
Opera House Muscat shows rainbow
diffractive effect on the 50 micron wide
contours. This effect can be seen when
observing the hologram
from the direct view.
Linear kinetic effect on the musical notation
of the Smetana symphonic poem “The Moldau”
The first 27 bars of the above mentioned poem were
designed in a two linear kinetic effect - one for notes,
the other for the rests and other symbols. When tilting
the hologram from left to right an effect of movement occurs.

to the Sultanate of Oman in 2017.

Composed diffractive white-like colour
on the thin-line versions of the symbols
The symbol of His Majesty Qaboos bin Said Al Said,
Sultan of Oman, the symbol of the Royal Oman Symphony
Orchestra and the symbol of the Royal Guard of Oman are
designed in a specially computed composed diffractive
white-like colour, ensuring the visibility of this motive from
every angle. We have chosen a very thin contour lines to
symbolize harmony and wisdom. We have chosen
the white omnidirectional colour to make sure
the logos are always there and always perfectly visible
and recognizable to symbolize the stability and perfection.
We have chosen the nondiffractive logo background
to symbolize purity and perfection.
Nanographic image of map of the Sultanate of Oman
The nanographic image of map of the Sultanate
of Oman shows the Sultanate name in Arabic,
the position of the Capital city and its name
in English and in Arabic. This map was
created in a resolution of over 120 000
dots per inch so the actual width
is 93 microns and height
is less than 100 microns.
Positive diffractive microtext
in Arabic and English
The ROYAL OPERA HOUSE MUSCAT
are a 460 micron and 200 micron
positive diffractive microtexts.

IQ Structures and Pavel Šťastný Design are honoured to introduce our holographic device specifically
created for the Czech Business Delegation to the Sultanate of Oman in 2017.
It has been produced by ultra-violet lithography,
achieving a resolution of up to 120 000 dpi.
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This specially designed device is capable of creating a wide spectrum
of holographic effects including linear kinetic, linear expansion,
diffractive composed shaded white, diffractive microtext, nondiffractive microtext,
nondiffractive nanotext and nondiffractive nanographics with nanotext.

www.iqstructures.com

www.pavel-stastny.cz

The Art of Cultural Diversities Project focuses
on establishing international and multicultural relations.
He created the ArtOman exposition in Prague.

www.art-diversities.cz

Czech Delegation to the Sultanate of Oman 2017
In cooperation with
Plechárna Design Factory - Signpek - Studio Činčera

Czech Delegation to the Sultanate of Oman 2016

The ArtOman exposition was created in ArtGen, based on the conducted mission.

Oman enchanted me and everybody kept asking me what I see in this country.
“Everyone there is always smiling”, I replied.
After my arrival to Prague the ArtOman photo exposition was created,
in its logo I used the motif of the logo of Civic Forum – smiley face.

Exhibitions of photographs
The exhibition ArtOman came into existence as
a photo-diary from Pavel Šťastný and his colleagues’
journey around the Sultanate of Oman, the State
of Qatar and the United Arab Emirates.
The exhibition introduced a new view of art and life
in these countries and was organised thanks to the
support of the company Linet for which Pavel Šťastný
designs children’s hospital beds in the Middle East.
The exhibition ArtOman in Prague was also visited
by the official delegation of the Sultanate of Oman
with the representatives from the Embassy of Oman
in Vienna. The delegation of the National Defence
College in Muscat was accompanied by the representatives of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and
the Ministry of Defence of the Czech Republic.
The author of the exhibition was a member of the
official delegation of the Czech Foreign Minister
on his visit to Oman, and the exhibition has been
the first project in establishing cultural cooperation
between both countries.
The exhibition ArtOman was part of the international
multicultural project Art of Cultural Diversities.

FUTURE OF CARE

Unique approach to enhanced hospital
child care by LINET. New hospital beds and
room design by Pavel Šťastný.
First introduction of the Giraffe bed prototype
took place in Burj Al Arab in Dubai.
The designer beds were later on presented
in Qatar, Saudi Arabia, Kuwait and in the
Sulatanate fo OmanDesignové
The first beds were delivered to Qatar.

Under the Patronage of
Oman Cancer Association
&
Embassy of the Czech Republic in Riyadh
&
LINET

FUTURE OF

Unique Approach to Enhanced
Hospital Child Care by LINET
New Design Hospital Beds and Rooms
By Pavel Šťastný Design, Czech Republic

At special presentation entitled:

FUTURE OF CARE - LINET
Commitment to Improve Comfort of Our Little Patients During Hospital Treatment
Venue:

Grand Hyatt Hotel, Muscat
Habrout & Lubaan banquet room

Monday April 25, 2016 at 8:00 pm
Dress: National / Formal
R.S.V.P. Tel: 24 602778 / Fax: 24 607552
Email: darran@omantel.net.om
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The exhibition has been organized by:

The exhibition was created thanks to the cooperation with:

The exhibition was created as part of the Prague 6
project “Tribute to V. H.”, to celebrate 80th birthday
of late former President Václav Havel.
It maps the history of the creation of Civic Forum’s logo,
through its metamorphosis during its 27 years
in the context of historical events until the present.
Opening speech will be given by the logo´s author, Pavel Štastný,
and Michael Žantovský, director of the Václav Havel Library.
ArtOman logo is based on the logo of Civic Forum and became one of
the exhibits in the touring exposition Story of the logo Civic Forum.

Museum Kampa
Museum Kampa is located in the heart of Prague on the banks of the Vltava River
near Charles Bridge. We organize exhibitions of prominent Czech and international
artists and in the past we have exhibited artists such as Piet Mondrian, Andy Warhol
and Wassily Kandinsky, just to name a few. Our Museum has in its care one of the
largest collections of Czech and Eastern European art thanks to the Jan and Meda
Mládek Foundation, who established this museum. Museum Kampa is one of the
most prestigious Museums in Prague with tens of thousands of visitors yearly.
We currently have an exhibition titled Story of the logo of Civic Forum by Pavel
Šťastný, which emerged as homage to former President of the Czech Republic,
Václav Havel. A component of the exhibition is a selection from the exhibition
ArtOman 2016, which the artist created.

Museum Kampa

ART OF THE SULTANATE OF OMAN

THE STATE OF QATAR
& THE UNITED ARAB EMIRATES

adířt índoráN
6102 ,71 rebmevoN

I brought some of the exhibits with the logos
of ArtOman and Civic Forum with the special
golden series to my friends in Oman.
I then added up-to-date photographs
to my exposition in Prague.

Výstava Pavla Šťastného, autora loga OF
od 12. do 19. 11. 2016 na Farmářských trzích na Kulaťáku
Výstava mapuje historii od vzniku loga Občanského Fóra, přes jeho proměny během 27 let v souvislosti s dějinnými událostmi, až do současnosti.
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Výstava vznikla díky spolupráci s: / The exhibition was created thanks to the cooperation with:
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Blue Ocean s.r.o.
David Kučera DiS.
Owner & Managing Director
I focuse my activities on creation of all different cultural platforms,
in which I apply my professional PR and Marketing knowledge.
The present project in which we participate is the realisation of “Story
of the logo of Civic Forum“ exposition. This tribute to the late former
president of the Czech Republic, Václav Havel, is situated in Museum
Kampa and Farmers’ markets of Kulaťák .
In cooperation with National Geografic an exhibition “Story of Tea“
had been prepared. Through this Prague - Brno - Bratislava touring
exhibition we introduced, via the large format photos, the beautiful places
where tea is born, to the general public.
In Prague city centre, on riverside (present brownfield) we had build
the summer cinema. The visitors could enjoy not only the alternative
but also the present production and during the weekends the program
had been enriched on “branch” where the different cuisines from all over
the world were introduced.
Currently our clients for whom we create the communication strategies
in the Czech Republic are Hainan airlines and Szechuan airlines together
with Chinese tourist board.
Blue Ocean s.r.o.
Klímova 337/6, 150 00 Prague 5 – Radlice, Czech Republic
Phone: +420 776 753 624, e-mail: david.kucera@blueocean.cz

Farmers‘ markets on Kulaťák are the biggest food
and drink markets in the Czech Republic. Over one
hundred of the best small-scale and medium-scale
farmers from all over the country come to the markets
and every market is visited aproximately by 7.000
customers. The markets are open every Saturday
from March to December.
Food and culture from many countries from all
around the world are presented at the markets.
Part of the markets are also special programmes
for children under the name Small Farmer.
One of them, for example, is tasting and testing
of spices called BHL, created in cooperation with
the National Museum Prague.
Pavel Šťastný co-founded the markets with his
colleagues as the first farmers‘ markets in Prague
and he has been organizing them for eight years now
in cooperation with Prague 6.
Art of Cultural Diversities cooperates with the markets
on presenting foreign gastronomy and culture.
www.farmarske-trhy.cz

Presentation of foreign gastronomy

ASEAN
Roncegno Terme
AFRICA DAY - African ambassador group

Italian partner city of Prague 6 rt

ASEAN - Association of South-East Asian Nations

In cooperation with embassies
and partner cities of Prague 6.

OF

EMBASSIES
The first culinary and culture festival
from around the World

Participating countries:
Afghanistan
Algeria
Azerbaijan
Bulgaria
China
Croatia
Egypt
Georgia
Ghana
Indonesia
Kuwait
Lebanon
Libya
Macedonia
Malaysia

Morocco
Nigeria
Pakistan
Palestine
Peru
Philippines
Portugal
Republic of the Congo
Romania
South Africa
Sudan

Switzerland
Taiwan
Thailand
Tunisia
Turkey
United Kingdom
Vietnam

Wide selection of traditional and exotic food and drinks.

World

ALL PEOPLE WHO CARE

Magazine Cover Hospitals

www.linet.com

G I R A F F E 			

GIRAFFE ROOM

ZEBRA

HORSE

DOLPHIN

TIGER

ORYX

BANANA FISH

TURTLE

FLAMINGO

F L A M I N G O D E TA I L

BANANA FISH

Article about the Sultanate of Oman in Travel Digest magazine
Text: Pavel Šťastný and Petr Bílek

Pavel Šťastný created his first logo in Oman
for the company JCI Medical Solution.

Lion with royal crown and two tails has been
the symbol of the Czech Republic for over 800 years
since the era of the most significant Czech king
and Roman emperor Charles IV.

The Lion Tail Cup
The Lion Tail Cup was created for representation
purposes of the Mayor of Prague - the capital
of the Czech Republic.
It became part of a gift set for official city
visitors – presidents, prime ministers and other
distinguished guests. The cup was designed
by Pavel Šťastný, and produced in 100 pieces.
In 1996, it was reproduced for design galleries
in a few series only.
During his travels to the Middle East, he created
golden edition for sheiks. He issued a special
limited edition with the logo of Civic Forum for
the exposition Story of the logo of Civic Forum.
Lion Tail Cup owners:
Queen Elisabeth II. / Prince Charles / Bill Clinton /
Helmut Kohl / Jacques Chirac / Michael Jackson /
Rolling Stones and others.

The National Museum Prague is a leading scientific
multidisciplinary institute of the Czech Ministry of Culture
covering the following disciplines - Natural History,
History, Ethnography and Music. It is one of the oldest
museums in Central Europe being founded in 1818.
Palaeontology belongs traditionally to its most important
disciplines. In the Department of Palaeontology we are
working on fossil plants, vertebrates and invertebrates.
Pavel Šťastný, who is a member of the Czech delegation,
collaborated with the National Museum in several ways.
We accomplished together several successful European
projects, among those BHL-Europe project focused on
digitisation of historical books was the largest one.
We organised together international conferences and
he designed a new look of the museum publications.

Biodiversity Library
Exhibition
The Biodiversity Library Exhibition (BLE)
is a virtual exhibition of digital content drawn
from the Biodiversity Heritage Library for Europe
(BHL-Europe), and functions as a means
of disseminating highlighted topical biodiversity
literature to a wide audience, and providing a way
into the entire corpus of BHL-Europe content.
Currently BLE has two topical exhibitions in place.
The first looks at “Spices”: over 52 plants used
as spices are featured, each with their own
illustrations, story and fun trivia, and a sweet
or savoury recipe to try at home!
The second exhibition, looks at major historical
world exploration: with summaries of highlighted
expeditions, diaries of the routes, did you know
sections, and of course illustrations. The BLE makes
these splendid stories accessible to the greater public.
The voyage of the Beagle, the exploration of North
and South America, and the conquest of Mexico,
are just a few examples of the “Expeditions”
covered. More virtual exhibitions on various
topics are still to come.

www.bhl-europe.eu

www.biodiversityexhibition.com
http://twitter.com/BHLEurope
http://bhleurope.blogspot.com

www.bhl-europe.eu
www.biodiversityexhibition.com

BHL-Europe facilitates open access to digital
biodiversity heritage literature through:
– A multilingual community portal www.bhl-europe.eu
to search or browse the digital archive, read the literature
online, download relevant data and print the literature.
It also provides access to Taxonomic Intelligence services
to facilitate the search for taxon speciﬁc information.
– The Global Reference Index to Biodiversity (GRIB)
http://grib.gbv.de/ is a union catalogue of library holdings
with content management and deduplication functionalities.
– The Biodiversity Library Exhibition (BLE) –
www.biodiversityexhibition.com – which provides
a sophisticated resource for aggregating teaching
material as a complement to textbooks used in schools.
– Europeana – Europe’s digital library, archive and museum
www.europeana.eu/. Here BHL-Europe is making a major
corpus of scientiﬁc material available to every European
citizen to help raise the awareness and appreciation
of biodiversity heritage.

Biodiversity Heritage
Library for Europe
(BHL-Europe)
The libraries of the European natural history
museums and botanical gardens collectively hold
the majority of the world’s published knowledge
on the discovery and subsequent description
of biological diversity. In these days, such literature
is no longer locked up in libraries of printed books
as quick and easy access to digital literature
is becoming more and more established. Over
the last few years a large number of biodiversity
publications have been made available online.
Many digital resources are dispersed in Europe and
we are currently collecting digitised biodiversity literature from 28 different content providers on our servers.
This customised storage infrastructure, which hosts
our preservation and archive system, is housed by the
Natural History Museum in London. We are running
all our tools and services through this infrastructure,
including our multilingual community portal. This portal
facilitates the search for common and scientiﬁc names
of biological organisms through the implementation
of various Web services.

– Global Biodiversity Heritage Library (gBHL), which also
incorporates literature from its global partners.

The project of international
multicultural cooperation
Art of Cultural Diversities was
presented during the Czech-Saudi
Business Forum in Prague
by its president, Pavel Šťastný.
Who has also collaborated
on the preparation and the design
of the Forum. He also arranged
VIP Party in a club for collectors
of iconic cars Engine Automobile
Culture, which he designed.
He designed a logo and created
a corporate design for the Czech-Saudi
Chamber of Commerce.

www.czech-saudi-forum.cz
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Pavel Šťastný – Artist and Designer
He specialises in logos and Corporate Design.
Examples of the logos that he designed include
the Občanské Fórum (Civic Forum), Seznam.cz,
Datart, ArtGen Office Gallery, Centrum Paraple,
Engine Automobile Culture, Slovanský dům
(Slavic House), Czech-Saudi Chamber
of Commerce and many more. His designs
include the set of the Banánové rybičky
(Banana Fish) TV show and the new logo
and album by the Mig 21 music group.
His studio, Plechárna Design Factory,
also organise exhibits and events and work
in the field of interior design. He has worked
with clients such as PPF Real Estate,
Raiffeisen Leasing, IKEA, Olympus, Audi,
Volvo, Porsche, Scott USA and Linet.
He is president of the Art of Cultural
Diversities international art project.
His love of good food has led him to
co-found the Farmers’ Markets Kulaťák.

www.pavel-stastny.cz
design@pavel-stastny.cz

www.plecharna.cz
plecharnafactory@seznam.cz
plecharnafactory@seznam.cz

+420 604 246 360

www.art-diversities.cz

www.art-diversities.cz
www.pavel-stastny.cz

ART OF CULTURAL DIVERSITIES
Plechárna Design Factory
Plaska 4, 150 00 Prague 5
Czech Republic
info@art-diversities.cz

ORGANIZERS
MgA. Pavel Šťastný / +420 604 246 360
President and Head Curator of Art of Cultural Diversities

Turki Saud Abdulaziz Al Balushi / turkisaud118@gmail.com
Vice-President of Art of Cultural Diversities
Royal Oman Symphony Orchestra
PhDr. Martin Vrba, MBA / +420 603 553 837
Vice-President of Art of Cultural Diversities
President of Czech - Saudi Chamber of Commerce
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